INTRODUCTION TO ESOTERIC CHRISTIANITY
A STEP TO THE FUTURE, NOT A RELIGION
•

Toowoomba City Library. Cnr Herries & Victoria St,
TOOWOOMBA
• Presented by: Hamish Mackay
Sunday 25th November, 2018. 9am – 4pm

The traditional Christian school system provides many good experiences where
interesting and important cultural norms can be learnt. However children often
leave school with more knowledge than they can comprehend and with a distinct
feeling that little of it makes sense. What was taught on Sundays is not always reflected
in practice over the other 6 days.
The study of spiritual science allows us to move from provided dogmas and restricted
belief thinking towards a greater comprehension and appreciation of the world in which
we live. We can move from belief to understanding.
This workshop will be an interactive sharing of Hamish’s journey from an expected
belief/disbelief approach to Christianity towards a growing understanding of individual
spiritual growth and opportunity. Christianity as a path of development for both human
beings and the planet, rather than a belief system, one that recognizes the individual as a
microcosm of the macrocosm.
We look out into the starry realm at night and can be moved by its power and beauty.
Once someone shows us, for example, the Southern Cross we can no longer look out
without seeing it. It then becomes an individual choice and path to understand the
meaning and purpose of the Southern Cross - or any other star/planet/constellation.
This workshop is intended to open a path to a future founded on Freedom and Love, not
to replace one set of beliefs with another.
Hamish Mackay was educated in an Anglican tradition and introduced to biodynamics as part a more
comprehensive world of Christianity in his early 20’s. He has been a student of spiritual science for
over 40 years, working at the Demeter Bakery in Sydney, the Blackthorn Trust in the UK with the
mentally and chronically ill, was a founding member of Biodynamic Agriculture Australia and is
currently executive director of Biodynamis2024. In a world in turmoil there is the potential to pick up
on the long-term trends and work with the Spirit of the Age to face the challenges of the times.

BOOKINGS:
VENUE:

https://www.trybooking.com/YWMS
Multipurpose function room Toowoomba City Library.
Cnr Herries & Victoria St, Toowoomba

LOCAL CONTACTS: Nina Bray, Ph: 0487 079507
COSTS:

$165 pp, $220 per couple, $80 for attendees of the 2 day Biodynamic
workshop 26-27th Nov (see https://www.charliearnott.com.au/training.html
for details)
Morning & afternoon teas and lunch provided.
Please register by Thursday 22nd November, 2018

